
Dan Groth/Arnstein suicide (Flayboy)/Sherean Skolnick 	nw 2/12/75 
Late laat night, just before I was going to bed, there was a phono call from a man identifyiughloiself as Blake eleetwood, doing a story for New Times. The nature of the 

story I guessed after we talked for a while, on the Arnstein suicide and Dan 4roth's pos-
sible Art in it. 

I gathered Fleetwoods woe not from Chicago. De had done some preliminary chocking, 
carefully enough to have the old records on one Dan Grath handling property stolen in 
a robbery that ended Lila:rear. 

He appears to have hoard of ma more than from Bed, who he indicate e had referred 
hie and on the Veldeu natter. We discussed this first and I told him what I believe, the 
areas of doubt and what is not known. Vbie led to elkolnick, wbo told him I bad given him 
the Vales stuff. We than discussed that and I told him what I think of it and of Skolnick and of the consequences of Skolnick's misuse. We agreed that whether or not he is craw, what ekoIniek does fits Department of Disinformation perfectly. 

I did refer him to Finley by several mention of Larry's name. Be did not know Lto. 
I added effects of D. Hunt manufeatures. 

Be says be'll probably be in touch admin. 
As of now he seems satisfied that the case against ernotein was a frame to give a means of loaning on Heffner ane Playboy and probably from those who dislike; what eo or 

the maenzine or the foundation do. Fleetwood thinks it was Da. I told him of Anderson 
columns, of which he had same knowledge, and of the Conein interest in devices for assnesi-nation, of wolob he did not know. 

Mille he seemed to know aueli about the crothe even that he had spoken to the papers first an Arnstein's death- he ends no mention of the Peed Hampton cane. 
Felt a should alert ileley and phoned 14n. lie had a call erom ekeJnick yeeterdgy. S. told Mm that a"major" and %Wilmot' publication wes coming out with a story that Grethwaa one of the Chicago CIA cops, inference either took their training, works for 

area or both. 

Larry thinks that rather than this orieenatine: with Fleetwood it is norething be 
picked up from Sloes:Joky who has said it in the past, including on radion in Boston. 

Larry was not *oreing last Friday, 2/9, when Dick Grocery had, his second or third 
or ? press conference on this in Chicago because he feels he has more influence with the 
press thore. Gregory was in the CDN office and in Larry's absence spoke to a young reporter 
named Brown. Drove covered the conference and turned in a three-page memo, impressed by it. 
The new stuff includes the allegation that eareines and LHO were together in New Orleans. 
I'd heard of this from Hobert eifeelicoff and warned them that it was a craw retarepreaskea-
tion of WDSoofootage I have. ("It is not impossele that Hobert "berzowed" thin without AY 
o.k. and oop1od it.) I told whichever it eas that there is a alight resemblance but it 
is not Nattiness but Colso Hernandez and there is a police record and a long history to 
prove it. So. I phi:mill/alter Glanas, who told no that ledtphSchoonemen had showahin 
sworn statements from criminalista, etc., that the identification points iii the Buntieramp 
picture are specific) and certain! I told Walter to please try to tell Dick that if this 
were one of the more proficient Department of Disinformation operations it could not be 
more perfect in permit of this ends. Or in time of greater need. 

Welter says that in his joint appearance with Jack Anderson en WNW, BYO, last 
night, Gregory avoided this kind of follishness and went into CIA foreign operations, esp. 
VN, Chile, etc. eolleoff is to have taped that show for me. 


